which to cooperate. In this paper, I wish to address the troubling matter of 'pathological belief systems', which I have defined previously, following Pask (1991) , as those that "restrict the right of actors to interact" (Scott, 2009) . As an example, I consider the tangled 'Gordian' knot of beliefs that constitute the Abrahamic faiths: Judaism, Christianity and Islam. Various forms of these beliefs are subscribed to by more than 50% of the world's population, All three faiths deny aspects of each other's beliefs. This not only hinders conversation and cooperation, it has also led to discrimination and outright conflict and continues to do so. It is my belief that an analysis of these faiths, based on welldefined cybernetic principles, can help cut through this knot and lay bare just what is pathological. The attraction of such an analysis is that, whilst it requires at least a broad brush stroke understanding of the central tenets of the three faiths, their similarities and differences and their intertwined histories, it does not require one to pass judgements and 'take sides' with respect to the major controversies that divide the faiths exciept with respect to the extent to which they do or do not incorporate the possibilities for an education for cybernetic enlightenment.
The paper is structured as follows. The paper uses concepts from cybernetics to set out an understanding of what is a belief system and what is intended by saying that a particular belief system is pathological. A distinction is made between beliefs that can be considered to be 'scientific' and those that may not. There then follows a summary of the main tenets of the three Abrahamic faiths, with reference to their historical development and the conflicts that have been engendered within them and between them. The beliefs of the three faiths are then appraised from the perspective of cybernetics. Finally, there are some thoughts about the possibility that better understandings of the human condition could lead to improvements in the human condition.
Belief systems
The key questions raised in this section are what are belief systems, how are they formed, how are they changed.
What are belief systems
By a "belief" I refer to a proposition with a supporting narrative (stories, models, laws, rules) that someone (a believer) may hold to be true. Beliefs carry with them (tacitly or explicitly) metaphysical assumptions about how we know and what may be known (epistemology), how the world came into being and what it consists of (ontology) how one should behave (ethics). Beliefs have emotional value. Beliefs may contain different kinds of knowledge: knowing that, how, and why. Well-rehearsed beliefs become proceduralised and exist as tacit knowledge, guiding an individual's behaviour without conscious awareness. Beliefs function as part of the on-going dynamic of conceptualisation, within a shifting field of awareness and meta-awareness.
The general form of a belief system is shown in figure 1 4 . Note there are two cycles, both of which should be considered as dynamic and ongoing in the daily praxis of living. The cycle labelled 'why' refers to the processes of conceptualisation, the seeking of explanations that guide and justify behaviour and that are "coherent" or "make sense together" in some way. The cycle labelled 'how' refers to how beliefs affect behaviour. Conceptualisation is a process that all humans engage in, if only in a rudimentary form. More sophisticated conceptualisation explicitly looks for logical coherence within and between explanations. It is important to appreciate that the acceptance of dogmatic 'truths' limits what can be thought about and what can be questioned. A lack of exposure to critical thinking limits the 'tools for thought' that can be used to question beliefs. In the 'how' cycle, only some behaviours may be permitted. Rather than look for evidence for beliefs, one may be obliged to follow set rules and procedures unquestioningly.
It is helpful to contrast the forms of correction required and accepted by scientists with those required and accepted by holders of non-scientific belief systems. A key difference is that science is convergent. Over time, through critical analysis of theories and the testing of hypotheses, a body of accepted knowledge is built up as 'justified true beliefs' 5 . In contrast, 'religious' 6 and other nonscientific belief systems are divergent.
7 I have coined the aphorism "isms lead to schisms" (L. 'scisma', a split) to capture this idea. As we shall see below, the Abrahamic faiths have, through schisms, generated a bewildering variety of sects and subsects. This is generally true of all faith-based belief systems.
In the case of non-scientific beliefs, it is useful to distinguish between 'authoritarian' and 'philosophic' belief systems. As the name suggests, the former refers to dogmatic belief systems, as prescribed by authority figures or authoritative texts. These systems are designed to be rigid and closed to outside influences. However, as evidenced by the Abrahamic faiths, none are immune to schism. The latter refers to the broad class of belief system that, in their many different ways, use reason to 'think about thinking' and to address questions concerning epistemology, ontology and ethics. Such belief systems tend to be open and flexible. Indeed, disputation may be an ongoing activity 8 . The problem with these 'isms' is that their conclusions depend on the a priori assumptions made, which are not always made explicit. Examples of such 'isms' include 'constructivism', 'realism', 'socialism', 'capitalism', 'utilitarianism', 'deism', 'existentialism'. None of the examples has a universally agreed formulation.
How Are Beliefs Formed?
There are several ways in which beliefs may be formed. Experiences of different kinds may lead to changes in belief. However, such experiences are always interpreted through existing beliefs and tacit knowledge. As noted below, it is well acknowledge that individuals may cling to their existing beliefs in the face of evidence to the contrary: they pay more attention to evidence that supports their beliefs than to evidence which contradicts them. Some beliefs are acquired through induction and indoctrination: being told what to believe and how to behave, volunteering or being obliged to take on a role within a community or social institution. In contrast, beliefs may also be acquired through an education which encourages reflection on the logical coherence of propositions, the evaluation of historical records and the gathering and evaluation of empirical evidence. Education may also include reflection on the why and how of learning, encouraging one to 'learn how to learn'.
There is a set of experiences, known as 'transcendental' or 'mystical', where the individual claims to experience direct access to ultimate truths. Bucke (1905) refers to this form of knowing as "cosmic consciousness". It is a moot point as to whether these experiences have universal commonalities.9 Bucke believes they have and argues that such experiences lead to the founding of many (possibly all) of the world's 'religious' cults. There is a related set of experiential phenomena known as "shamanic", where adherents enter or create other "realities". Interesting though they are, these topics take us beyond the aims of the current paper. For more, see Scott (1983 Scott ( , 1996 .
Social identity theory (Tajfal, 1974) tells us that the individuals who are members of a group will tend to favour that group over other groups and share the beliefs of its members. We humans have a tendency to like structure in our lives and tend to follow leaders that provide it. We become accepting of the beliefs that the leaders promulgate. We humans -at least many of us -seem to have a need for explanations, answers to the 'big' questions about why we are here, where we came from, where we are headed, how the world works and how we should behave. We accept beliefs that lack empirical verification because they provide our lives with meaning.
How Are Beliefs Changed?
It is sometimes the case that, like good scientists, we humans change our beliefs when faced with logical contradictions or compelling empirical evidence. However, as many classic studies tell us we also on occasion behave irrationally. We are imperfect decision makers (Khaneman and Tversky, 1984) . Our beliefs about 'reality' are distorted by 'cognitive dissonance': when there are differences between what we wish to believe and available evidence, we are often biased to select evidence that supports our beliefs rather evidence that contradicts them (Festinger, 1957) . We seem to be especially reluctant to give up beliefs, especially core beliefs about who one is (Fein and Spencer, 1997; Spencer, Fein et al, 2001; Wolpert, 2006; Jung, 2011) . In contrast, we may change our beliefs through a desire to conform to our peers or to submit to authority figures (Sherif and Sherif, 1953; Asch, 1954; Milgram, 1974) .
Conceptual Preliminaries
It will be helpful at this stage to look at some key terms: Religion, Faith, Sect and Cult.
What is a 'Religion'? As noted above, the term 'religion' is not well-defined: there are no once and for all defining criteria. At most we have a sense of 'family resemblance' between proposed exemplars (Wittgenstein, 1953) . The etymology is obscure (L. re-ligare, rebind, reconnect). Shouler (2010, p.1) ) offers this definition: "A 'religion' is an organized collection of beliefs, cultural systems, and world views that relate humanity to an order of existence." Note that this definition can also include the beliefs held by many agnostic and atheist scientists about the nature of the world and why they do what they do. A related and also not well-defined term is 'ideology'. It is usually used to refer to belief systems primarily concerned with politics and economics.
For present purpose it is useful to characterise 'religions' as belief systems that provide explanations of the meaning of life and explanations of how the world and other-worldly domains work, including all or some of the following: origins, constituents, laws, ways of knowing, ways of affecting, laws of conduct, ethical principles, judicial systems, jurisprudence, political systems, cultic and cultural traditions. The term 'faith' is frequently used as synonym for 'religion'. It emphasises the role of having confidence or trust in a person or entity. Faith is often contrasted with 'reason' as a way of arriving at 'truth', together with the argument that some particular truths can only be arrived at by faith. This view is sometimes referred to as 'fideism'. Ways of thinking and behaving that are not associated with a particular religion are described as 'secular' (L. saecularis, worldly).
The term 'cult' has several connotations. It can refer to religious practices (L. cultus, worship), to new religious movement or to secular movements devoted to a cause or personality. The normal hallmarks of a cult in the second sense are that there is an acknowledged source of authority and a defined set of beliefs and practices to which cult followers are expected to conform. By these criteria, many wellknown 'religions' began as cults.
The term 'sect' refers to subgroups that arise because of schisms within a 'religion'. (L. sequi, to follow; secare, to cut). Well established sects within a 'religion' are also referred to as 'denominations'.
Main tenets of the three Abrahamic faiths
This is not a work of deep, detailed scholarship covering the history and teachings of the three faiths. What I have done is consult some standard texts to obtain a broad brush stroke picture of each faith, its history, teachings and main variants. I have used these sources to obtain a skeletal conceptual template intended to capture the key similarities and differences between the faiths. I recommend Karen Armstrong (2001) 7. teachings regarding heaven, hell and salvation.
8. teachings regarding divine intervention or other supernatural phenomena, including prophetic revelations and the miraculous.
I do not discuss each of these topics in detail. I have used the template to organise my thinking and have then selected particular pertinent items for inclusion in the present discussion.
I have identified some beliefs that the major variants of the three faiths hold in common. These are: there is one 'holy' 11 God (a belief known as 'monotheism', in contrast to 'polytheism', belief in many Gods); Abraham, who lived around 2000 BCE, is the patriarch to whom the one 'holy' God first revealed himself as the source of all power and all goodness and truth; there is the possibility of divine intervention (miracles and revelations); there will be a day of judgement when the world ends; there is a heaven and a hell; good and evil are absolutes; the divine purpose for mankind is to live by faith in God and to obey his commandments else be deemed a 'sinner'; all three have concepts of blasphemy, heresy and apostasy. The teachings of all three faiths are compiled in 'holy' books.
The percentages of followers of each faith in the world today out of a total population of seven billion are shown in figure 2. For completeness, data about the number of followers of other belief systems are also shown. There are estimated to be fourteen million Jews in the world today, not all of whom practice Judaism in its various forms. This is because the main way to be classified as a Jew is to be born to a Jewish mother. In modern times, commentators regularly distinguish between 'religious Jews' and 'secular Jews'. Secular Jews, as well as not being practitioners of Judaism, can also be atheists yet still be considered to be Jewish. It is possible to become a Jew by conversion, in which case at least lip service adherence to the beliefs and customs of Judaism is expected. However, unlike Christianity and Islam, Judaism is not a proselytising faith, hence its relatively small numbers.
The foundational texts of Judaism (history, law, prophecies) are contained in the Tanakh, a collection of separate books. The first five books are known as the Torah. By tradition, the Torah is attributed to Moses, who was given the teachings by the one God 13 . These books tell how the Jews were called upon by God to be a chosen people: those to whom he revealed himself, to whom he gave his laws and with whom he made an a agreement (a covenant) that, in return for following his laws, they would flourish as a nation, that a Messiah (an 'anointed one') would come who would set up an eternal Jewish Kingdom. A total of 613 laws (mitzvot) are set out in the Torah. Additional teachings, interpretations and histories are collectively known as the Talmud. A summary of Jewish beliefs was proposed in the 12th century by Maimonides as thirteen 'articles of faith'. They are: God exists; God is one and unique; God is incorporeal; God is eternal; prayer is to God only; the prophets spoke truth; Moses was the greatest of the prophets; the Torah was given to Moses; there will be no other Torah; God knows the thoughts and deeds of men; God will reward the good and punish the wicked; the Messiah will come; the dead will be resurrected.
Judaism has undergone many schisms, spawning many sects, some of which no longer exist and are of historical interest only. This means there are many variants in how the core texts are interpreted and put into practice. In modern times the picture has become more complicated since the founding of a 'Jewish state ', Israel, in 1948 . A large majority of Jews live in the USA (estimated at 6.6 million). A slightly smaller number live in Israel (estimated at 6.3 million). Figure 3 shows a breakdown into different denominations of the Jews living in the USA. Details of the differences are not relevant here. The intent is to illustrate how complicated matters of belief can become as schisms occur. Similar but not identical differences between more liberal and more conservative sects are found amongst the 250,000 or so Jews who live in the UK as British citizens 14 .
The situation in Israel is particularly complicated, where denominational differences intersect with differences between ethnic origins (e. 
Christianity
Strictly speaking, Christianity is a sect of Judaism, the key belief of Christians being that Jesus of Nazareth is the Messiah, long awaited by the Jews. Jesus can also be seen as the founder of a cult. It is acknowledged by contemporary Jewish and Roman accounts that Jesus was an historical figure who preached, performed miracles ('signs and wonders') and was put to death. Jesus Christ (the 'Christ' is taken from the Greek for Messiah) came not only for the Jews but also to be a 'light in the world' to spread the good news (O.E, godspel. the 'Gospel') of the coming of the 'Kingdom of God'. Jesus was crucified by the Romans at the behest of the Jewish priesthood. Christians believe that after his death Jesus was resurrected and that he appeared to his follower on several occasions before finally ascending into heaven. Following his departure, his followers were 'filled with the Holy Spirit' and began preaching about the Kingdom of God and the possibility of eternal life for those 'sinners' (people unacceptable to a holy God because they had broken his laws) who accepted Jesus as their Lord and saviour, teaching that Jesus, the only sinless man, had chosen to die for their sake as a sacrifice to God so their sins would be forgiven. Christianity is a proselytising 'religion'. When Jesus finally left the world, he gave his followers the 'grand commission' of taking the good news to all peoples of the world. Although the first Christians were Jews, the majority of his later followers came from non-Jewish peoples. Christian evangelists (Gk. εὐαγγέλιον, bringer of good news) continue the work of 'spreading the Gospel'. There are approximately 2.2 billion Christians alive today Canonical Christian teachings are to be found in the 'New Testament', compiled in the 4th century CE. The New Testament includes four accounts of the life of Jesus (known collectively as the 'Gospels'), an account of some of the activities of Jesus' followers after his death ('The Acts of the Apostles), letters written by evangelists and 'The Book of Revelation', a prophetic work consisting mainly of allegorical visions attributed to Saint John, one of Jesus' original disciples. Christian's also include the Jewish Tanakh as a 'holy book', referring to it as the 'Old Testament'. However, the texts are interpreted from a Christian perspective as providing evidence about Jesus' coming into the world and the nature of his mission, including prophecies about his death and resurrection.
Jesus, at least as interpreted by Christians, can be viewed as a reformer of Judaism in that (i) he emphasises that through belief in him one can have a personal relationship with God; thus there is no longer the need for a separate priesthood to act as intermediaries between God and the individual (ii) he does away with need for dietary laws. The early evangelists, after some controversy, agreed that one can be a Christian without having to first become a Jew (being circumcised, abiding by the mitzvot).
To become a Christian, it is enough to accept Jesus as one's Lord. It is customary to be baptised (immersion or partial immersion in water) to symbolise death of the old sinful self and rebirth as a 'new creation', and to receive 'baptism in the Holy Spirit', a personal experience of being 'born again of the Spirit', of being 'filled with the Holy Spirit' and of becoming part of the Kingdom of God. Christian denominations vary in the emphasis they put on these practices and experiences. Saint Paul, whose teachings about being a Christian are contained in letters collected in the New Testament, describes several 'gifts' and 'fruits' of the Holy Spirit. The gifts are: Wisdom, Knowledge, Faith, Healings, Miracles, Prophecy, Discernment of spirits, Tongues, Interpretation of tongues. The fruits are: Love, Joy, Peace, Patience, Kindness, Goodness, Gentleness, Faithfulness, Self-Control.
Jesus is also recognised by many as a great teacher of wisdom and ethics, who taught his followers not only to 'love their neighbours' (a command in Judaism) but also to 'love their enemies'.
In its 2,000 year history, Christianity has been subject to many schisms and many sects have been formed. There are reportedly 41,000 Christian denominations in the world today. Some major divisions are shown in figure 4 . 
Figure 4 Major divisions in Christianity 16
Amidst the variety, there is also some uniformity, as a majority of Christians accept the teachings agreed by early Christian leaders in 325 CE, at a meeting in Nicea, The teachings are known as the 'Nicene Creed':
"I believe in one God, the Father Almighty, Maker of heaven and earth, and of all things visible and invisible.
"And in one Lord Jesus Christ, the only-begotten Son of God, begotten of the Father before all worlds; God of God, Light of Light, very God of very God; begotten, not made, being of one substance with the Father, by whom all things were made.
"Who, for us men and for our salvation, came down from heaven, and was incarnate by the Holy Spirit of the virgin Mary, and was made man; and was crucified also for us under Pontius Pilate; He suffered and was buried; and the third day He rose again, according to the Scriptures; and ascended into heaven, and sits on the right hand of the Father; and He shall come again, with glory, to judge the quick and the dead; whose kingdom shall have no end.
"And I believe in the Holy Ghost, the Lord and Giver of Life; who proceeds from the Father and the Son; who with the Father and the Son together is worshipped and glorified; who spoke by the prophets.
"And I believe in one holy catholic and apostolic Church. I acknowledge one baptism for the remission of sins; and I look for the resurrection of the dead, and the life of the world to come. Amen."
Islam (1.5 billion)
Islam (Arabic, submission) is a cult, founded by Mohammed (born c. 570 CE His personal knowledge and understanding of Judaism and Christianity would have come from his travels as a merchant. The sayings were written down by his followers and compiled as a collection of 'verses' into a 'holy' book known as the Koran (Arabic, the recitation). The language of the verses is poetic, akin to the style of Arab poets and story tellers of the day. It is said by Arabic speakers to be the highest expression of that art. The Koran and the Hadith (a collection of stories about Mohammed's life) are the key texts on which the beliefs and practices of Muslims are based. Sharia, Muslim moral codes and laws, are derived from these texts. Mohammed is considered by Muslims to be a perfect man, so what he said and did are taken as exemplars to be followed.
Mohammed was not only a religious leader he was also a political and military leader. Historical accounts tell us Islam was spread mainly by warfare and conquest. Mohammed himself led armies that conquered large parts of the Arabian Peninsula. His followers, in a series of waves between the 7th and 19th centuries, went on to conquer North Africa, Spain, the Balkans and large parts of central and south East Asia. Islam has also spread more peacefully by immigration in China and parts of Europe and the Americas.17
In many ways, Islam is akin to Judaism: both Moses and Mohammed were religious, political and military leaders who received revelation from the one God. Both teach that submission to God's will and obedience to his laws are the way to enter 'paradise' after death. However, For Jews the Torah is the source of God's teachings; Islam is thus heretical. Islam denies the core of Christian teaching about the impossibility of living up to laws and, because all "fall short of the glory of God", there is a need for Jesus as the saviour of mankind and that "salvation is by faith alone". Both the resurrection and the divine nature of Jesus are denied. Thus, for Christians, too, Islam is heretical.
The key belief of Muslims is that, "There is no God except Allah and Muhammad is His messenger". To accept this is to become a Muslim. In full, there are "Seven Articles of Faith": belief in God, his angels, his revealed books, his messengers, the Last Day, that fate (good and bad) is predestined by Allah and that there is resurrection after death.
Muslims are called upon to practice "The Five Pillars of Islam":
Shahadah: sincerely reciting the Muslim profession of faith Salat: performing ritual prayers in the proper way five times each day Zakat: paying an alms (or charity) tax to benefit the poor and the needy Sawm: fasting during the month of Ramadan Hajj: pilgrimage to Mecca a least once in one's lifetime.
In its version of Judaism and Christianity, Islam recognises them as other "Children of the Book", to whom God has given revelation in holy texts. "Surely, those who believe, those who are Muslims, Jewish, the Christians, and the Sabians18; anyone who (1) believes in God, and (2) believes in the Last Day, and (3) leads a righteous life, will receive their recompense from their Lord. They have nothing to fear, nor will they grieve." Koran, 2.62. In Sharia Law, Jews and Christians are permitted to live in an Islamic state but are subject to restrictions on their activities and are obliged to pay a tax, the 'jizyah'. Those subject to these restrictions are known as 'dhimmis'19. 
Sociocybernetic analysis
The brain/body biological systems that embody belief systems are 'organisationally closed'. The systems in question remain viable as long as the system continues to reproduce itself from moment to moment. Whatever else it may produce as behaviours or other products of its functioning, the system must reproduce its own embodiment as a coherent system. Maturana (Maturana and Varela, 1980) call such systems 'autopoietic' (self-constructing). 24 The form of the organisation may be modified as it adapts to external influences as long as the organisation continues to reproduce itself. Autopoietic systems adapt and learn. Humans, as they develop and interact with other humans, learn how to use symbolic means to communicate with others and with themselves. Indeed, the 'self' itself becomes capable of self-observation and self-description. Ultimately, all these changes are just more and more complex forms of adaptation. 'Knowledge' is acquired by processes of construction. Events tha perturb the system are given meaning. Belief systems are constructed. 25 However, the human ability to construct knowledge is frequently trivialised and abused by processes of indoctrination. The individual is told what to believe, is told what is 'the truth'. Such indoctrination denies the very nature of humans as autopoietic constructers of knowledge. It becomes 'brain washing'. Minds become enchained.
Understanding that all knowing is the result of the constructive adaptive activity of an organisationally closed system shows us not only that efforts to put, implant or transfer knowledge into someone make a travesty of the human ability to learn, it also helps us recognise that there are limits on what may be known. An autopoietic adaptive system cannot hope to 'know' the whole of which it is a part. As von Foester (1992 Foester ( , 2003 ) puts it, "There are undecidables." 26 There are questions for which the 'true' answer can never be known. The best one can do is, on the evidence available and as a matter of personal predilection, construct a narrative that one finds more or less satisfying. Is there a God? How did the world begin? How will it end? Are there absolutes of 'good' and 'evil'? These are examples of undecidable questions. Von Foerster (1992) goes on to say that the fact that we can choose how to answer these questions for ourselves is what gives us our freedom as human beings. There are then ethical implications for these epistemological limits. If we are free to choose the answers to undecidable questions, we should take responsibility for having made those choices.
We are now in a position to identify why some belief systems are pathological. Not only do they limit what and how one may think and learn, they limit our behaviour, including our freedoms to interact with one another. Ashby's Law of Requisite Variety states that, "Only variety can control variety" (Ashby, 1956 ). If we are to deal at all effectively with the many problems facing mankind we should be encouraging open-ness and cooperative interaction, not imposing unnecessary limits. 27 Pask (1991) refers to 'the right of actors to interact' as a fundamental human freedom. Cybernetically, 'evil' is whatever limits that right unnecessarily. Obviously, some safeguards are needed to protect the young, the innocent and the vulnerable. What limits are 'unnecessary' is a matter for democratic debate.
There are a number of ways in which the beliefs to be found in the texts and traditions of the Abrahamic faiths may be considered to be pathological: dietary laws, restrictions on females, discrimination against the other faiths and unbelievers; irreconcilable conflicts between the faiths, including denial of each other's legitimacy, competing claims on 'The Holy Land' and 'holy' places, the establishment of priestly hierarchies, separate from ordinary believers, that control access to God and 'the truth'.
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Concluding comments
To address global problems, we need to critically appraise all the world's belief systems for the ways in which they have 'minds in chains'. We need to provide education that leads to better understandings of the human condition, including understandings of how humans learn and what may be known. In Scott (2014) , I sketch out a proposed curriculum for an "education for cybernetic enlightenment". Foundational to this curriculum are the understandings that we share one gene pool and that we become human by being part of a human community. In our explorations of the human condition and the undecidable questions that pertain to it, we may of course choose to accept the teachings of particular faiths. It is then important that we accept responsibility for our choices as those that we have made freely. It is also important that we accept only those teachings that do not limit the right of actors to interact. Thankfully, such teachings do exist. In the Jewish Torah, one is commanded to love God and to love one's neighbour as oneself. Jesus of Nazareth made these commandments central in his teachings and, as instanced in the parable of the Good Samaritan, gave them universal application. 29 These commandments do not require uniformity or conformity. On the contrary, they call for acceptance amidst variety: "He who is not against us is for us" (Mark, 9, 40) . In ancient China, the ideal of aspiring to universal fellowship was set out by Confucius and his followers. In ancient India, the Buddha advocated one to have compassion for all. Now in the 21 st century, thanks to the ubiquity of "social media", there is the possibility of raising awareness and understanding of the human condition like never before. 30 As Pask (1969) points out, whilst there are limits on what may be known and what may be done, the adventure of being human is open-ended. We can aspire to explore new forms of knowing and experiencing. We can aspire to create joyful and fulfilling ways of living. The final story has not yet been told. As we come to understand how we co-construct ourselves and our worlds, we can foster and nurture those understandings. In moments of optimism, I am encouraged by the possibility that these new forms of shared awareness can cast aside all the chains, not just the mental ones, whereby humans in their ignorance abuse one another. Throughout history, all abusive power structures, all hierarchies of control, have been undermined. Even if they survive for millennia, they are temporary structures. The fundamental human condition is heterarchical 31 . Through our sometimes conflicting and sometimes co-operating interactions, power hierarchies come and, eventually, collapse. Second order cybernetics makes clear that we are observers who co-construct shared "realities". 32 Humberto Maturana outlines what a truly "human society" is like when we choose to co-create one: it is " … A product of human art, that is, an artificial society that admits change and accepts every human being as not dispensible. Such a society is necessarily a non-hierarchical society for which all relations of order are constitutively transitory and circumstantial to the creation of relations that continuously negate the institutionalization of human abuse. Such a society is in its essence an anarchistic society, and society made for and by observers that would not surrender their condition of observers as their only claim to social freedom and mutual respect" (Maturana and Varela, 1980, Introduction, Point 15) . This is our condition as individual observers now, should we choose to see it as such. Let us choose to work to make this condition universally accepted. To do so, it behoves us to "Be wise as serpents and innocent as doves." (Matthew 10, 16) .
